Workshare
Protect

The quick and simple way to clean documents of sensitive metadata

Protect your business

Apply company-wide

Protect files however

from data loss events

security policies

they’re sent

Workshare Protect quickly and simply removes potentially
sensitive metadata from any files you want to send over email.
This protects you from sharing data unintentionally.
Protect your files and your reputation
Inadvertently sending documents that contain hidden data, or
metadata, can put client information and your business reputation
at risk.

Actively protect email attachments
It’s also possible to receive notifications when metadata has been
detected in an email attachment, giving the option to clean it,
convert it to a PDF, or replace the attachment with a secure link
when sharing large documents.
Prevent data loss
Make Workshare Protect part of your data loss prevention strategy

Workshare’s fast and simple file protection solution can be

by ensuring only the information you intend to share with other

integrated with Outlook to remove sensitive data before it’s

people is in the documents you send.

shared.
Policies can be created and customized by IT groups to be as rigid
as needed, then any data identified as sensitive, according to
those policies, will be removed without interrupting the end user
or their workflow.
Integrated protection for your files
Workshare Protect is able to automatically assess the risk
associated with a file and, where needed, remove review details

Don’t gamble with
high stakes documents

and change histories, document properties, statistics and file

When you’re working on sensitive matters, the stakes

dates, reviewer information, hidden text or macros, and custom

are high. You can’t afford to gamble with the

properties.

information you deal with. So, make Workshare the

Because the solution is integrated with Outlook, this takes place

ace up your sleeve and protect every file you send.

behind the scenes and is complete before you hit send.

Workshare
Protect Server

Extend file security beyond the desktop

Workshare Protect can also be installed at a server level to clean
documents of metadata when they’re emailed from any device.
Protect data beyond the desktop
Workshare Protect Server extends your corporate data security

Tailored to your business
Set up granular data policies with contextual data awareness, and
tailor file security for specific departments or teams in your
business.

policies to attachments sent by email, webmail and mobile

It’s quick and seamless to integrated Protect Server with Exchange,

devices.

so documents can be secured without interrupting users being tied

Attachments sent from difference devices are scanned for

to their desktop.

metadata and then cleaned, converted to PDF, sent as a secure
link or blocked altogether.
360 degree cover
Data protection and secure file transfer can be extended to all
endpoints, meaning your firm’s and your clients’ data is protected
whether you’re working from the desktop, a smartphone or a
tablet.
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